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A model is developed to delineate the process by which online motivations affect ad clicks on social media. Path analysis showed that consumption motivations affect perceived informativeness and entertainment values of ads, which in turn influence ad clicks. The effect of connection motivations is mediated by perceived ad-media congruity.
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Two studies find that low temperature cause people to prefer anthropomorphized products, especially when the possession-self link is high. Moreover, we also find that need for affiliation mediate this relationship. This research contributes to the literature by bridging anthropomorphism and embodied cognition literature, and provides new practical and theoretical insights.
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With two studies, this research demonstrates that, just like brand biography, underdog employee’s story could affect consumer’s responses through the mediation of identification with the employee. Our results also suggest that presenting underdog employees in advertisements is particularly suitable for unfamiliar brands. However, this effect is stronger for incremental-focused consumers.
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This research demonstrates how desirability versus feasibility mindsets explain choice overload effects. Consumers who are exposed to large (small) choice-sets construe impending tasks concretely (abstractly), and weigh desirability attributes less (more) than feasibility attributes. Subsequently, the triggered feasibility mindset decreases the willingness to consume products selected from large choice-sets.
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Our goal was to study how consumers perceive epistemic authority (EA) in finances. In three experiments we investigated the impact of advisors’ recommendation and clients’ opinion about loans, investments, and life insurance on advisors’ EA. Consumers ascribed higher EA to advisors holding opinions similar to their own (confirmation bias).
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A model is developed to delineate the process by which online motivations affect ad clicks on social media. Path analysis showed that consumption motivations affect perceived informativeness and entertainment values of ads, which in turn influence ad clicks. The effect of connection motivations is mediated by perceived ad-media congruity.